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        Freddy Wills Guarantee & Pledge To You

      

      
      
  		Guarantee Pick & Package Terms: 

 

	Individual Picks - All individual picks for individual games come with a Guarantee or $$ BACK.
	Weekly Promotions - Guarantee's vary and are usually better than the standard Guarantee $$ back. For example, Guaranteed +5% profit or $$ back, or Guaranteed profit or $$ back + 1 week FREE!
	Season Packages - It is rare that I don't profit over the long haul of a season when skill edges out luck, but it does happen. When it does happen you get the following season on the house. Rest assured all of my efforts go into giving you winning picks, and I personally bet everything I give out.


 


My personal pledge to you: 

[image: 1b4110b]

I know there is a stigma out there about betting on sports, and many people are hesitant to spend their money on a sport service.  If you are like me you are not dumb you realize there are a lot of frauds out there and it is difficult to realize who you can trust. I am a very conservative investor when it comes to the sports market.  I will always post a full in depth analysis so that you understand my logic and can bet with confidence.  Every single pick is released one minute after the game in my records table with my analysis.  Why?  I want to show you that all of my recommendations are recorded and shown to the public.  Integrity is the most important value of my service, and I do everything I can to protect it and honor it.


Even honest guys can lose and you might still be a littler nervous.  It's understandable.  This is why I guarantee that my sports picks will win, end of story.  I don't want your money, I want your bookie's money, and if we don't win YOU DON'T PAY!  I will refund all individual sports pick selections if purchased from freddywills.com.  So make sure you pick my sports picks from this website.   As a sports service, my reputation and my word are all I have.  I'm one of the few professional handicappers that put my face and name out there and it is because I am confident in my ability to produce long term profitable results!  So join me, become a client and gain access to the best sports picks from a national winning handicapping expert.  If you are not sure which picks or packages to select check out my records, but college football is probably my most profitable along with my NFL Top Plays!
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        Freddy Wills POD Reports

      

      
      
      PLAY OF THE DAY REPORTS:

NCAAF POD's | NFL POD's 
College Football ROI Tool 
Complete Archives
Retired POD Reports:  Note Freddy no longer handicaps MLB, NBA, or college basketball.  His sole concentration is on college and pro football, but his historical POD & records are available nonetheless:

MLB POD' | NBA POD's |  NCAAB POD's

Export Records [image: Image] Archived Analysis






Freddy has dominated the college football sport and that is the sport we recommend you follow him in.  He has 6 of 7 winning seasons and has been #1 overall expert in the nation twice.  His average yearly return on investment is over 49% and you can predict your profit by using his COLLEGE FOOTBALL ROI TOOL

If you want to learn more about Freddy you can check out his BIO page or check out Freddy's Guarantee Policy on his own personal picks only at Freddywills.com
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        Why Invest in Freddy Wills
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"The harder you work, the luckier you get." - Gary Player

Nobody works harder, and nobody knows his strengths and weaknesses better than I do.  I thrive on profiting for my clients, whom live all over the world.  Every handicapping expert has his niche sport.  Over the years I have realized that my passion and strength in handicapping is the sport of college football.

While I enjoy handicapping other sports.  College Football is by far my best sport.  My achievements over my 8 year documented career are proof that nobody is better.  I am proven and documented and have produced the best results against my competition.  You can see from the college football leaderboard which consists of the best professional handicapping experts in the nation.

Not ready for a long term commitment yet?  

Have a listen to my radio show which you can subscribe to on itunes.  You can also search "college football betting," on whatever podcast app. you use.  You can also subscribe to my premium weekly newsletter.

List of Accomplishments:
	Year	Accomplishment	Record	Win %	Profit
	2011	Ranked #1 in CFB	97-58	62.6%	$3,403
	2009	Ranked #1 in CFB	73-50	59.4%	$2,142
	2009	Ranked #2 in MLB	119-83	58.9%	$2,622
	2009	Ranked #2 in All Sports	264-214	55.2%	$3,344
	2013	Ranked #3 in PRENFL	10-4	71.4%	$555
	2011	Ranked #3 in All Sports	505-422	54.5%	$4,302
	2011	Ranked #3 in Football	144-104	58.1%	$3,065
	2010	Ranked #4 in NFL	51-32	61.5%	$1,612
	2010	Ranked #4 in Football	121-100	54.8%	$1,152
	2013	Ranked #6 in CFB	86-66	56.6%	$1,493
	2009	Ranked #6 in Football	104-94	52.5%	$492
	2012 -2013	Ranked #7 in CBB	95-74	56.2%	$1,455
	2011	Ranked #10 in MLB	203-172	54.1%	$1,208


Awards from third party monitors
2009 Season
	 Top MLB Win % for June - Capperswatchdog.com

2010 Season
	Top MLB Win % for March - Capperswatchdog.com
	MLB Handicapper of the month - Capperswatchdog.com

2011 Season
NBA Top Win % February - Cappersmonitor.com
2011-12 #1 NCAAF Handicapper Entire Season - Trackpicks.com - Hall of Fame!
2012 Season
	Top NFL Handicapper - October - Monitorsportspicks.com
	Top NCAAF Handicapper - January - Capperswatchdog.com
	Top NCAAF Handicapper Win% - January - Capperswatchdog.com
	Top NFL Win % February - CappersMonitor.com
	Top NFL Win % September - Capperswatchdog.com
	Top NFL Overall Handicapper - September - Capperswatchdog.com

2013 Season
	Top College Basketball Handicapper Season - Trackpicks.com
	Top College Basketball Handicapper Season - Monitorsportspicks.com
	March - Best overall handicapper - Monitorsportspicks.com
	#2 college football handicapper - season - Monitorsportspicks.com
	February 2013 Top win % NBA - Cappersmonitor.com

2014 Season
	Best win % December 2014 NFL - Cappersmonitor.com
	Best overall win % December All sports - Cappersmonitor.com
	Best NBA handicapper - June - Monitorsportspicks.com
	Best Handicapper December - Trackpicks.com
	Best Handicapper December - Capperswatchdog.com

2015 Season
	Best handicapper December - Trackpicks.com

2016 Season
	Best College Football Handicapper - Full Season - Trackpicks.com - Hall of Fame! 
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[image: ]My name is Freddy Wills, I'm 38 years old.  I'm a husband, and Father of three wonderful kids.  I have been betting on sports for more than a decade, and have giving my information out professionally since 2009.  I am also an avid long distance runner with 10 marathons and 1 ultra under my belt.  I believe in developing mental strength, and discipline, and running crazy distances, and sports betting definitely require the mastery of mental strength.  I have proven over the past 13 seasons that I know how to profit for clients with my conservative betting approach.    So Why Invest in Fredy Wills.  ?

How I got here?  I broke into sports handicapping during college when I developed a series of algorithms and formulas that helped me predict straight up winners for college football, and I successfully posted my winners on Covers.com under the name fritz218. I still uses these algorithms today with fine weekly tuning and they have led me to huge seasons that have led to national awards.  In 2017 I decided to solely concentrate on football handicapping.  This gives me a unique edge over other handicappers and aligns with my strengths and passion.  It has also resulted in 9 of 12 winning seasons with an overall average yearly ROI of 29.38%.  Check out some of my key links and information - Yearly POD ROI | NCAAF POD's | NFL POD's | All Football Picks ROI.


The two most important things to me in this business are long term profit and integrity," which is why I go above and beyond to be completely transparent with my picks each season. Not only am I monitored by third party sports monitors, but all of my picks are available to the public just minutes after a game start via our records table, twitter, and facebook, and all of our plays are archived in our documented records section dating back to 2009.  I consider myself a college football guru and it is definitely the sport I am most passionate about handicapping and the sport I am the best at handicapping.  If you are new to following me I recommend you have a listen to my weekly college football betting podcast on ITUNES. 

Ranking System: I rank my plays on a scale of 1-5.5% of bankroll confidence scale. My signature play of the day's range from a 3-5.5% of my bankroll. A client with $10,000 bankroll can expect to bet $550 on my highest rated plays (expect 1 per week). I highly recommend having disciplined money management skills which I have outlined in my Sports Money Management vs. The Stock Market article.  It is also worth nothing that I bet all of the plays I give out.  When you lose I lose and nobody works harder to get you in the green at the end of a season.  Nothing in this industry is a guarantee, but you will find that it is a long term investment that's much more lucrative and more fun than the stock market. 

Biggest Win: I remember like it was yesterday. An undefeated Oklahoma State team was more than a 4 TD favorite on the road on a Friday night against Iowa State. I took Iowa State plus the points as well as on the money line at +2250 and the result was a huge win for clients. Read the archived play - Iowa State +2250 

Quote: "The will to win means nothing without the will to prepare." is a quote from a famous Tanzania Boston marathon runner. I run marathons, but this quote means much more to me as it is a great metaphor for life, and personal goals. This is something that drives me daily, because while luck plays a huge role in losing and winning seasons, hard work is what drives success and long term profit.
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    	 Freddy's Daily Premium Sports Picks - Guaranteed or your $$ back!
	 Freddy's Full Season Sport Subscriptions
	College Bowl Package - JUST $99 Guaranteed - +195.7% Career profit on Bowl Games!	
            
        	$99	         Buy 
        
	 Freddy’s Long-Term Subscriptions
	Lifetime of Sports Picks	
            
        	$1999	         Buy 
        
	2023 Full NFL & College Package- Guaranteed or $ BACK! +99.47% ROI Last 3 seasons! 	
            
        	$249	         Buy 
        











    Documented Records Released at Gametime[image: ] 
Records & Trends are based on a $100k bankroll. The confidence rating is based off a % of the bankroll. To learn more visit: Sports Betting Money Management vs. Stock Market

      
  	Date	Sport	Bet Advice	Analysis	Odds	% of
Bank Roll	Result
	02/11/24	NFL	Buckner O1.5 field goals -120	
            View          	-1.10	1.00%	
            Pending             
            

          
	02/11/24	NFL	Noah Gray anytime TD +800	
            View          	-1.10	1.00%	
            Pending             
            

          
	02/11/24	NFL	Chiefs/49ers Under 24 -125	
            View          	-1.25	2.00%	
            Pending             
            

          
	02/11/24	NFL	49ers -120	
            View          	-1.10	5.50%	
            Pending             
            

          
	02/11/24	NFL	Mahomes O4.5 rush attempts	
            View          	-1.20	1.20%	
            Pending             
            

          
	02/10/24	NFL	 KC Chiefs longest gross punt over 54.5 -125	
            View          	-1.10	3.00%	
            Pending             
            

          
	01/28/24	NFL	Gibbs longest rush O14.5	
            View          	-1.10	1.00%	
            Pending             
            

          
	01/28/24	NFL	49ERS -7	
            View          	-1.10	5.50%	
            Pending             
            

          
	01/28/24	NFL	Mark Andrews Under 3.5 rec -140	
            View          	-1.10	3.00%	
            Pending             
            

          
	01/28/24	NFL	Chiefs +4.5	
            View          	-1.10	3.30%	
            Win +$3000            
            

          
	01/28/24	NFL	Andrews (BAL) Anytime TD +220	
            View          	-1.10	5.00%	
            Pending             
            

          
	01/28/24	NFL	Chiefs / Ravens O44.5	
            View          	-1.10	2.20%	
            Pending             
            

          
	01/28/24	NFL	McCaffrey rush att U20.5	
            View          	-1.10	3.00%	
            Pending             
            

          
	01/21/24	NFL	Laporta longest reception U17.5	
            View          	-1.10	0.33%	
            Win +$300            
            

          
	01/21/24	NFL	Chiefs +3	
            View          	-1.15	5.50%	
            Win +$4783            
            

          
	01/21/24	NFL	Diggs Under 62.5 rec yards -130	
            View          	-1.10	3.00%	
            Pending             
            

          
	01/21/24	NFL	Laporta Under 4.5 receptions -130	
            View          	-1.30	0.40%	
            Loss -$400            
            

          
	01/21/24	NFL	Bucs +6	
            View          	-1.10	3.30%	
            Loss -$3300            
            

          
	01/21/24	NFL	/ Justin Watson KC over 18.5 rec yards	
            View          	-1.10	0.33%	
            Loss -$330            
            

          
	01/21/24	NFL	White (TB) Under 15.5 rush attempts -130	
            View          	-1.10	3.00%	
            Pending             
            

          
	01/20/24	NFL	Packers +10.5	
            View          	-1.10	3.30%	
            Win +$3000            
            

          
	01/20/24	NFL	Reed (GB) Anyttime TD +210	
            View          	-1.10	3.00%	
            Pending             
            

          
	01/20/24	NFL	Beckham O19.5 longest reception	
            View          	-1.10	1.00%	
            Pending             
            

          
	01/20/24	NFL	Ravens -9.5	
            View          	-1.10	2.20%	
            Win +$2000            
            

          
	01/20/24	NFL	Ravens +0.5 / 49ers pk/ Bills +8	
            View          	-1.10	2.20%	
            Win +$2000            
            

          
	01/15/24	NFL	Bucs +3	
            View          	-1.10	2.20%	
            Win +$2000            
            

          
	01/15/24	NFL	Tampa/Philly Under 21.5	
            View          	-1.10	2.20%	
            Loss -$2200            
            

          
	01/14/24	NFL	Lions -3	
            View          	-1.10	3.30%	
            Loss -$3300            
            

          
	01/14/24	NFL	Packers +7.5	
            View          	-1.15	3.50%	
            Win +$3043            
            

          
	01/13/24	NFL	Chiefs -220 / Bills -515	
            View          	-1.35	4.00%	
            Win +$2963            
            

          
	01/13/24	NFL	Browns -135	
            View          	-1.35	4.00%	
            Loss -$4000            
            

          
	01/13/24	NFL	Love (GB) over 21.5 completion -125	
            View          	-1.10	0.75%	
            Loss -$750            
            

          
	01/13/24	NFL	Mayfield U10.5 rush yards	
            View          	-1.10	0.33%	
            Loss -$330            
            

          
	01/13/24	NFL	Cook Over 14.5 rush attempts -125	
            View          	-1.25	0.50%	
            Win +$400            
            

          
	01/13/24	NFL	Rudolph U173.5 pass yards	
            View          	-1.10	0.75%	
            Loss -$750            
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        	 MAX POD Trends
	4-2 +$6,840 L 6 All Sports
	65-53 +$27,844 L 118 All Sports
	93-74 +$53,939 L 167 All Sports
	259-207 +$175,888 L 466 All Sports
	4-2 +$8,185 L 6 NFL
	70-43 +$112,394 L 113 NFL
	97-59 +$173,290 L 156 NFL
	165-124 +$153,064 L 289 NFL
	 Hot Streaks
	7-4 +$10,853 L 11 All Sports
	81-60 +$34,365 L 141 All Sports
	96-66 +$40,098 L 162 All Sports
	130-89 +$41,137 L 219 All Sports
	182-141 +$19,015 L 323 All Sports
	 Current Month Trends
	9-6 +$10,566 L 15 All Sports picks in April
	 Money Line Dog Trends
	24-23 +$31,020 L 47 NCAAF ML Dog Plays
	40-43 +$41,650 L 83 NCAAF ML Dog Plays
	77-93 +$96,085 L 170 NCAAF ML Dog Plays
	107-141 +$128,150 L 248 NCAAF ML Dog Plays
	24-7 +$80,515 L 31 NFL ML Dog Plays
	32-21 +$88,360 L 53 NFL ML Dog Plays
	50-51 +$71,370 L 101 NFL ML Dog Plays
	 Specific Bankroll % Trends
	28-13 +$29,549 L 41 2% rated sports
	43-27 +$28,710 L 70 2% rated sports
	102-81 +$28,539 L 183 2% rated sports
	175-143 +$34,320 L 318 2% rated sports
	18-11 +$12,941 L 29 2% rated NCAAF
	111-88 +$25,968 L 199 2% rated NCAAF
	27-14 +$24,069 L 41 2% rated NFL
	36-21 +$26,852 L 57 2% rated NFL
	22-11 +$27,404 L 33 3% rated sports
	37-27 +$17,314 L 64 3% rated sports
	276-221 +$89,253 L 497 3% rated sports
	369-293 +$141,194 L 662 3% rated sports
	45-30 +$35,421 L 75 3% rated NCAAF
	464-386 +$139,108 L 850 3% rated NCAAF
	18-11 +$13,971 L 29 3% rated NFL
	102-81 +$25,341 L 183 3% rated NFL
	193-146 +$92,838 L 339 3% rated NFL
	310-250 +$108,768 L 560 3% rated NFL
	208-162 +$108,746 L 370 4% rated NCAAF
	 Money Line Favorites Trends
	24-11 +$18,571 L 35 NCAAF ML Favorites
	35-15 +$34,387 L 50 NFL ML Favorites
	39-17 +$41,045 L 56 NFL ML Favorites
	 Free Pick Trends
	104-83 +$28,898 L 187 free NFL picks
	 Over/Under Trends
	53-41 +$10,600 L 94 NCAAF Totals
	 Teaser Pick Trends
	13-8 +$8,200 L 21 All Sports Teasers
	110-89 +$35,516 L 199 All Sports Teasers
	156-119 +$73,437 L 275 All Sports Teasers
	15-10 +$13,200 L 25 NCAAF Teasers
	59-41 +$54,316 L 100 NCAAF Teasers
	27-18 +$16,716 L 45 NFL Teasers
	81-66 +$16,247 L 147 NFL Teasers
	Trends are based on $100K yearly bankroll


   
Recent Articles (view all)

	other prop playsBuckner O1.5 field goals -120 0.4% / Samuel over 58.5 receiving yards 0.33%, Under 4.5 total sacks -150 0.6% 
	5.5% MAX NFL POD - Guaranteed or $ BACK - Hot Streak: 70-43 +$112,394 L113 NFL MAX NFL PODs49ers -120 5.5% MAX NFL POD 
	1st Half Total Play - Guaranteed or $ BACK Chiefs/49ers Under 24 -125 1st half 2% play 
	Anytime TD, and First TD ScorerNoah Gray anytime TD +800 0.25% , Gray 1st TD +4000 0.1% / Scantling O18.5 rec yards 0.55% / Rice (KC) ANYTIME td +130 0.25% / 
	1.1% Free Prop Play of the Day ! Mahomes O4.5 rush attempts 1.2% play -120
	Super Bowl Prop wave 1 
KC Chiefs longest gross punt over 54.5 -125 DK (under Game Props->Punt Props) (0.5%)
Mitch Wishnowsky (SF) longest gro
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